Abstract-An axiomatization of criteria importances appearing in a given aggregation operator is proposed. Some distinguished examples are recalled. For the class of -medians, integral based approach for inclusion of criteria importances is introduced. Several examples are given. The case of ordinal scales is also discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION
M ULTICRITERIA aggregation problems form an important class within aggregation problems. Typically in this kind of problem we have a collection of criteria for some fixed . Importances of single criteria will be denoted as and without any loss of generality we may assume that for all . For a given alternative , the values , indicate the degree in which the alternative satisfies the th criterion. Again, we will assume , though any other scale, even ordinal, can be used. Multicriteria aggregation problems combine the given importance vector and the individual score vector into an overall score . The individual alternatives are then compared with these overall scores.
The basis of any aggregation problem (it should be noted that in general the input cardinality of scores to be aggregated need not be known) is an aggregation operator.
Let us now recall a less restrictive definition for an aggregation operator.
Definition 1: [16] An aggregation operator: is a mapping such that 1) for each 2) 3)
is monotone with respect to the Cartesian product order, which is defined as if and only if for all . The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, by means of Definition 1, we axiomatize the inclusion of importances into the aggregation problem. Here we mention basic examples introduced years ago [6] , [29] . In Section III, we introduce a method in order to incorporate the criteria importances in the case of -medians (see [2] , [11] , [8] such as Choquet or Shilkret integral could be used as well. In Section IV, we give several examples and in theconclusion, we discuss possible modification of the proposed approach for ordinal scales.
II. AGGREGATION UNDER CRITERIA IMPORTANCES
We discuss here the aggregation problem under possibly different criteria importances from a general point of view. Thus, we will not restrict ourselves to a given number of involved criteria. A vector of importances will be a normalized vector of values with finite dimension . The set of all importance vectors will be denoted by . If , with for all , we will use notation independently of its dimension. We will suppose that an aggregation under equal criteria importances (i.e., when ) should be just the standard aggregation as described in Definition 1. This requirement correspond to the intuitive representation of importances as cardinalities of inputs (which is often used when importances are given as integers). For any fixed , the aggregation under importance vector should fulfill the corresponding requirements for -ary aggregation operators (monotonicity); if all single score are equal 0 (or 1) then the global score is 0 (or 1). Furthermore, if some criterion has zero importance, i.e., if for some , then the global score of an alternative under importances cannot depend on the th partial score . Finally, small changes of importance factors should have small influence on the global score. Summarizing, we will assume the following axiomatic approach to the aggregation with criteria importances.
Definition 2: Let be an operator such that and let be an aggregation operator. If (i) the partial operator is continuous with respect to for each given input (ii) for any , with for some , and for any , one has , where and are -dimensional vectors corresponding to and , respectively, with cancelled th coordinate (iii) the partial operator is nondecreasing and for any given importance vector (iv) , for all input vectors . Then the operator will be called an aggregation operator with importances associated with .
Note that (ii) in the previous definition is a stronger form of the requirement for all such that if then for all . However, we prefer the above version (ii), meaning that criteria without importance will be not taken into account and it is superfluous to deal with the corresponding individual score. , the aggregation operators with importances were introduced in the1980s [6] , [29] .
(i) For , let
Then is an aggregation operator with importances associated to . Obviously for any fixed becames the weighted mean with weights . On the other hand, for any weighted mean we can find the corresponding importance vector , so that see ( [6] , [29] ).
(ii) For any given continuous -norm , see ([14] , [24] ), the operator defined by is an aggregation operator with importances associated to operator. Here, the continuous -norms as
Prod are usually applied. (iii) For any given continuous -conorm , see ([14] , [24] ), the operator defined by (2) is an aggregation operator with importances associated to operator. In special cases the -conorms = Prsum, and , are used in implications. Let us point out that another example of aggregation operator with importances associated to an OWA operator was given in [26] , those known as WOWA operators. Let us also remind another try regarding an OWA operator [29] , for which (ii) in Definition 2 is not satisfied. It is interesting also a proposal of aggregation under importances in ordinal scales (see [13] ), which fits into our axiomatic approach.
III. AGGREGATION OPERATOR WITH IMPORTANCES ASSOCIATED TO -MEDIAN
The construction of a weighted sum as an aggregation operator with importances associated with the arithmetic mean is essentially based on the fact that for rational importances (i.e., if there is an in , such that is in ) we have --This approach can be used, e.g., in the quasiarithmetic means, resulting in the class of weighted quasiarithmetic means. However, the said approach fails if the discussed aggregation operator does not depend upon the global input system, but only upon the corresponding input set, i.e., if whenever . This is, for example, the case of maximum and minimum operators. A prominent class of input set-depended aggregation operators is the class of -medians, introduced by Fung and Fu [11] . Note that -medians combine and operators in the sense of aggregation ordinal sums as introduced in [22] .
Note that any -median is a symmetric idempotent associative operator with annihilator , see [8] . Also, it can be characterized either as the class of idempotent nullnorms [1] , or idempotent continuous symmetric associative aggregation operators [20] , or the solution for the operator equation
, where is the smallest interval containing all individual score , , and is the usual distance operator, see [2] , [4] . Remember that -where med is the standard median operator. Note that we have also if if otherwise this is equivalent to expressing in the following form:
It follows that and . -medians can be applied also in the case of ordinal scales.
We want to introduce some aggregation operators with importances associated to . Taking into account Example 1, (ii) and (iii), we see that in the case of such operators can be built via , see (1), i.e., we apply the to new individual scores . Similarly, in the case of operators, see (2), we apply the operator to new individual scores . Note that any -norm has 1 as neutral element, similarly, any -conorm has 0 as neutral element. Hence in the case of a general -median , we can try to apply an operator with neutral element , e.g., some uninorm [7] , [28] . The importances are transformed in the case of by a linear transformation mapping 1 to 0 and 0 to 1 = 1 0. Similarly, for a linear transformation mapping 1 to 1 and 0 to 0 = 1 1 is applied. Therefore, in the case of a general -median we can propose to transform the importances by means of a linear transformation mapping 1 to and 0 to . Then . We can define (for any the operator by Evidently, (if ) and (if ). However, will be not an aggregation operator associated to , in general. So, if , i.e., for all and, hence, for all . So, for any , , i.e., the axiom (ii) of Definition 2 is not satisfied. Similarly, in other cases when the axiom (ii) of Definition 2 is violated. Hence, a more sophisticated approach should be developed. We will propose one such approach based on the Sugeno integral [5] , [23] , [27] .
As we have shown, simple input transformation by means of relevant importances is not enough. However, we may try to combine the approach which has been successful for and operators (i.e., the transformation of input data) and for the arithmetic mean. Note, that when incorporating importance to the arithmetic mean operator inputs remain untouched, but their weights are assigned according to the relevant importances. Geometrically, each input was represented by a rectangle with basis corresponding to the importance and with height . The final evaluation, see (i) in Example 1, corresponds then to the mean value, i.e., to the normed Lebesgue integral. Note that Lebesgue integral can be used also when introducing the original arithmetic mean (in fact, for any fixed , the arithmetic mean is the Lebesgue integral w.r.t. the uniform probability distribution on the space . Turning back to -medians, because of their median representation, they can be introduced by means of the Sugeno integral [25] , [27] where for and for and is a discrete fuzzy measure on defined by if else.
Note, that for -valued fuzzy measure and inputs from the unit interval [0, 1], the Sugeno integral coincides with the Choquet integral [5] , [27] , [23] . However, our next approach will be based on the Sugeno integral that can be applied also in the case of finite ordinal scales. First, we need the following result.
Lemma 1: For a fixed , let be a uninorm with neutral element that is continuous in the first coordinate on the rectangle . Then and for all . [27] , [5] , [23] .
3) For any given , the system of fuzzy measures is decreasing and .
IV. EXAMPLES
In this section we give several examples of the proposed aggregation method including importances.
First, we give some examples of uninorms convenient to work with.
Example 2: 1) There are essentially two types of uninorms , fitting Lemma 1. First, the generated uninorms defined by an increasing bijection via , with convention , where
. For more details see [15] . For example, the uninorm (with convention ) is defined by means of the generator . 2) A second type are constituted by uninorms defined by means of a continuous -norm and a continuous -conorm (see [14] , [24] ) as follows (due to the associativity it is enough to define as a binary operator) 
Finally
Moreover, for it is and for it is .
V. CONCLUSION
We have introduced an axiomatic (but not constructive) approach for the problem of aggregation of individual scores involving the importances of single criteria. Next, we have proposed a new method for constructing aggregation operators with importances associated to -medians . In the case ( ), our method gives the classical aggregation under importances associated to operator ( operator). In the case of an ordinal scale no counter-part to arithmetic mean exists. However, we can define operators corresponding to -medians, namely -medians -where the number of the arguments in med operator is and, hence, the corresponding output is just the -th member in the monotone (either increasing or decreasing ) permutation of . Having in mind Example 1 (ii) and (iii), we can introduce operator and with importances defined for inputs and importances from , and , where and are smooth -norm and -conorm on see ( [12] , [21] ) and for in . It could be asked if the ideas behind Theorem 1 could be applied (conveniently modified) in order to introduce -medianbased aggregation with importances on the finite ordinal scale . However, if both inputs and importances are elements of , then we cannot repeat the approach from Theorem 1 when defining the fuzzy measure . On the other hand, if inputs are taken from and importances from the unit interval [0, 1] (as in Definition 2), we cannot repeat the approach in Theorem 1 when defining the function . Therefore, -median-based aggregation with importances on the finite ordinal scale is worth further study. This, we hope, will be the topic of our next investigations.
